“Independence” is not “isolated”.

Independence is your ability to run each aspect of your business in **your best interest** and without compromising your valued assets. TMA provides **customized services** that are tailored to your needs – after all, “one size fits all” is really just a bad fit for everyone and a poor substitute for a customization.

TMA is unique in many ways beyond “**no membership fees and no dues**”. Perhaps our most noteworthy difference is our emphasis on the independence of the entrepreneur over the interest of the “group”.

TMA is structured to protect your independence and privacy.

TMA will never ask you to put your business through another BGA. Doing so exposes your customer list and compensation to a potential competitor and creates a conflict over prioritization when new business processing resources are strained. Additionally, it improves another BGA’s position at your expense. **Contracts aligned with TMA will be your contracts – the carriers will know who you are and credit you with your production. Renewals will be vested in your name.**

TMA will never compete with you. **TMA works exclusively with BGAs**. There is no potential for a retail broker to go around you and come directly to TMA.

The emphasis on privacy and independence does not mean you will “go it alone”. TMA is not a “one size fits all”, “take it or leave it” relationship. TMA offers an **array of optional services** and programs allowing you to tailor your relationship to **the needs of your business**.

Please read more about TMA behind the other billboards on our website. There is more to the story…